3rd-5th Grade Master List 2014-2015

- Prairie Evers by Ellen Airgood
- Malcolm at Midnight by W.H. Beck
- Freaky Fast Frankie Joe by Lutricia Clifton
- Adventures of Bean Boy by Lisa Harkrader
- Don’t Feed the Boy by Irene Latham
- On the Road to Mr. Mineo’s by Barbara O’Connor
- Summer of the Gypsy Moths by Sara Pennypacker
- The Five Lives of Our Cat Zook by Joanne Rocklin

6th-8th Grade Master List 2014-2015

- 13 Hangmen by Art Corriveau
- The Shadow Collector’s Apprentice by Amy Gordon
- Buddy by M.H. Herlong
- One for the Murphys by Lynda Mullaly Hunt
- Ungifted by Gordon Korman
- The Lions of Little Rock by Kristin Levine
- Katerina’s Wish by Jeannie Mobley
- Temple Grandin by Sy Montgomery
- The False Prince by Jennifer Nielsen
- The Dogs of Winter by Bobbie Pyron
- Bomb: The Race to Build-and Steal-the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon by Steve Sheinkin